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Jeffrey Mongrain often works in sacred sites,
placing quiet abstracted sculptural objects in
cathedrals, chapels and synagogues where they
play off the architectural and historical contexts of
their settings. Swaths of beads flow like water from
a prayer rail, a halo-shaped clay disc is affixed to a
votive statue, and figurative plumbs suspended
above crypts or confessional booths serve as
symbolic objects, uniting the seen and unseen
worlds. Many of these sited works have a memorial
quality that derives in part from their proximity to
altars, reliquaries, and tombs. In situ, it seems to
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of a human head and hold the amount of water
respired by a woman during eight hours of sleep.
Perforated bell sculptures ring out only in the
imagination. Sculpted from Plexiglas, a pool

of

blood suggests the average amount contained in
an adult human male and hence becomes a
contemporary portrait as scientifically indicated in
genetic code.

Mute black discs dusted with

graphite and iron powder have rippled surfaces
that are material transcriptions of the sound waves
produced by historical voices. These latter are tied
symbolically to the locales where they are first
exhibited, inscribing history into their forms.
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With such works, Mongrain restores something that
has been largely lost in the modern world. This is
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Mongrain’s work also has a kinship to artists like
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Minneapolis. Here, the branch serves as a context
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To create The Philosopher’s Halo, Mongrain hung a

security by international airports. Installed so that it

repositioned halo fashioned with clay, glass, marble

is set into the wall, the work suggests the possible

dust, and gold leaf, in front of the face of a statue of
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Habemus Papem, (We have a pope),
installed

in
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National
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of Catholic Art of New York City, is a disc whose

surface consists of a set of wave-like concentric
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Gerhig’s

famous

remark “I consider myself the luckiest man…” as he
announced the illness that would necessitate his
retirement from baseball. There is a hole in the
center of this work, the size of the end of a
1939 baseball bat, which contains sand from home
plate at Yankee Stadium where Gerhig stood as he
gave his farewell speech.

Jeffrey Mongrain brings a human dimension to
abstracted yet iconic forms. Obliquely referencing
personal metaphor, history, science, sensuality, and
the pervasive echoes of sacred venues he astutely
balances form and content.
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